INTRODUCTION
This application note will discuss the problems and possible solutions that are associated with populating a CS4299 into a socket designed for the AD1881. Although the AC '97 spec recommends a standard pinout for all AC '97 compliant codecs, there are subtle differences in the value and hookup of external components that can cause non-interoperability between AC '97 codecs from different manufacturers. The following concerns are of particular interest for customers considering using a CS4299 instead of an AD1881.

1. Reference Capacitors
AD1881 requires 10 µF + 0.1 µF caps on pin 27 (called Vref) while the CS4299 requires 1 µF + 0.1 µF caps on pin 27 (called REFFLT). If a CS4299 is populated into an AD1881 socket, the Crystal part's reference would charge ten times slower than intended and the part might fail calibration or finish calibration with considerable offsets remaining in the analog path and converters.

Depending on layout it may be possible to exchange the 10 µF cap for a 1 µF cap with similar footprint. In particular, if the original design uses a 10 µF surface mount tantalum cap (Panasonic® TE series, size code Y) it is easily replaced with a 1206 surface mount ceramic cap (PHILIPS® 12062F105M8BB0 or KEMET C1206C105M8VAC).

2. Vrefout Buffering
The AD1881 is designed to source up to 5 mA from Vrefout. Some systems use this feature to supply the microphone bias directly from Vrefout. The CS4299 on the other hand can only source about 100 nA from Vrefout. This is sufficient to bias external op-amps, but running the mic bias off of Vrefout on a CS4299 will drain the internal reference and prevent the reference from charging to its nominal level. Consequently, the REF bit in register 26h will not be set which in turn will signal an error condition to the controller. Any external loading on Vrefout must be buffered on the CS4299. There's no easy workaround for designs that load Vrefout.

3. AFLT Capacitors
The AFLT caps are spec'ed at 270 pF/NPO for the AD1881 and at 1000 pF/NPO for the CS4299. Running the CS4299 with the 270 pF/NPO caps on AFLT will result in somewhat higher distortion and lower dynamic range on the ADC's, but probably still be acceptable.

These caps are easily interchangable since the larger cap is available in the same footprint as the smaller one and a replacement is recommended. If a surface mount ceramic cap (any manufacturer, size code 0805) was used originally, replace with KEMET® C0805C102J5GAC.

4. 3D Capacitors
To complete the 3D circuitry, the AD1881 requires a 100 nF cap between pins 33 (called CX3D) and 34 (called RX3D). In addition, the AD1881 requires a 47 nF cap between pin 34 and AGND. Furthermore, the AD1881 requires 1 µF/ELEC caps from pins 32 (called FILT_L) and 31 (called FILT_R) to AGND. The CS4299 on the other hand requires a 1000 pF cap between pins 33 (called FLTI) and 34 (called FLTO), as well as a 0.01 µF cap from pin 32 (called FLT3D) to AGND. Because of the vastly different cap values and connectivity, dropping a CS4299 into an AD1881 socket will almost certainly render the 3D feature on the
CS4299 useless. It should however be possible to change an existing socket to accept a CS4299 by:

• replacing the 100 nF cap between pins 33 and 34 with a 1000 pF cap, if a surface mount ceramic cap (any manufacturer, size code 0805) was used originally, replace with KEMET C0805C102J5GAC

• removing the 47 nF cap between pin 34 and AGND,

• replacing the 1 µF cap between pin 32 and AGND with a 0.01 µF cap, if a surface mount tantalum cap (Panasonic TE series, size code Y) was used originally, replace with KEMET C1206C103K5RAC

• removing the 1 µF cap between pin 31 and AGND.

5. Output Filtering Capacitors

Finally, the AD1881 doesn't require external filter caps on the analog outputs. The CS4299 spec's 680 pF to 1000 pF caps from all used analog outputs to AGND. Since the corresponding pads do not exist on an AD1881 socket it will be hard to add these caps after the fact. The CS4299 will still function properly without these caps, but out of band energy from the DAC modulators will increase on the analog outputs. This could cause distortion on the amplifiers of the following stage if they cannot slew fast enough to keep up with the high frequency components in the analog output. This may or may not be acceptable and requires tests on the part of the vendor.

ADDENDUM

A schematic as well as gerber drawings have been included that show how to accommodate both devices in a single layout. They may be used as a guideline for designs that wish to be compatible with both, the CS4299 and the AD1881.
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